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About Marketing 360®

Marketing 360® Online Strategy
83% of clicks turned into phone calls

marketing360.com

- Headquartered in Fort Collins, CO
- Founded in 2009 & became a
Google Premier Partner in 2015
- #1 Marketing Platform® for restaurants

LOCAL

RESTAURANT
Q2 compared to Q1 analysis showed an increase in call conversions
and average order values while decreasing cost per conversion.

Game Plan: Date Jan-Jun 2016

About Restaurant

Mobile Call Only Ads Drives Conversions
Local Pizza Company
- Located in Loveland, CO
- Family owned pizza franchise serving
Loveland since 2000
- One of the best pizza delivery restaurants
in Loveland

Adjusted the marketing strategy to run call only ads exclusively
along with Retargeting Ads® has increased the number of total
orders and conversions received vs just running search text ads.

"They have the inside edge with Google and other search engines to know what
best practices to use for the best results." Becky Owner Operator
Source

Goals

Increase conversions and inbound calls

Snapshot of Top Placement Ads® which had a 24% increase in
conversions, Retargeting Ads® showed a 31% increase in call orders,
and our Natural Listing Ads® efforts resulted in top organic placement
for a highly competitive local keyword.

Results & Metrics:
- Cost per conversion decreased 28.55% from
$6.48 to $4.63
- CTR increased 13.96% from 2.19% to 2.49%
- Decreased CPC by 6.47%
- Average order value increased 8.57% from
$20.89 to $22.68

Top Placement Ads®
Increased Conversions

Retargeting Ads®
Increase in Call Orders

Natural Listing Ads®
Loveland Pizza

24.1%

31.3%

#1 Ranking

Why It Worked
Call Only Campaigns
"Increased conversions, sales revenue
and decreased the cost per conversion"

Marketing 360
Chris P Marketing Executive

Key Product Drivers
AdWords, Google Display Network, Call Only Ads
Online Marketing Strategy
Utilizing our suite of software products across Google display for
remarketing and call only ads being optimized with our
marketing automation tools contributed to driving more revenue in the
restaurant. In addition the combination of call only ads in sync with our
Retargeting Ads® software the percentage of revenue and repeat orders
increased per customer.

Campaign Optimization
"This campaign has strong call conversions
which is helping grow the overall restaurants
orders"

" Internet marketing is a challenge and giving Marketing 360 a chance to show
you what they can do is money well invested, not spent."

Becky Owner Operator

Marketing 360
Jerry K Chief Marketing Officer

Customer Response
"I've been using Mad360 for almost 2 years
now and couldn't be happier."

Local Pizza Restaurant
Becky Owner Operator

Conclusion
83.89% of clicks from our Top Placement Ads® with the Google AdWords
network generated phone calls. Previously only 61% of our clicks turned
into calls utilizing ad extensions on both mobile and desktop. Utilizing
specifically tailored restaurant marketing strategies, ad types, and
mobile bid adjustments we were able to increase the amount of
conversions, sales revenue, and decrease the overall cost per
conversion. With the budget being specifically spent in Call Only Ads
and RET® we've seen a 31.30% increase in calls to the restaurant,
42.11% increase in conversions, and overall a 24.16% increase in
conversion rate from the Ad Campaign.
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